
May 18 – 22, 2017 Paddle and Hike in Killarney Provincial Park  

 (with Sylvia (trip organizer), Maria, Carol, Dave, Ralf, Claudia, written by Katherine) 

Day 1: Arrival 

Leave Toronto on the hottest day of the year, 30C…traffic’s a mess. Finally reach Highway 637, the Killarney road turn 

off, and black clouds threaten. Monsoon like rain hammers the windshield, Carol and I pull over, waiting for the rain to 

stop. Eventually, I can see through the windshield and we drive on.  At the Bell Lake putin, Sylvia, Maria and Dave too 

have been waiting out the heavy rain – they look like drowned rats!  Calm after the storm, we load the canoes and 

paddle 30 minutes across Bell Lake to campsite #86.  As camp sites are not reserve able and the other nearby sites were 

already occupied, after a quick scout for level, we deemed the site acceptable. Canoes were unloaded and camp made.  

 

Day 2: Silver Peak 

Temperature shock:  last night, a stiff North West wind causes thermometer to drop from 30C to 0C. Brrrr! But the cold 

front also cleared the sky and the bugs were (mostly) blown away. Bonus! Crystal clear sky today (unlike many past wet 

May 2 – 4 Silver Peak climbs). 

 



With empty canoes and a tail wind, we breeze the 4km paddle from camp to the Silver Peak trail head.  After some 

searching (the signed tree had blown down), canoes are hauled on shore and we start the 6 km hike. The first 4 km are 

easy walking under the emerald greens of new spring growth on a rolling broad path.  

 

Watch the trail junctions. The hiking path to Silver Peak intersects with some portages, carelessly following the route of 

least resistance might lead hikers to a lake. Our group did some plain old ‘retro’navigation, went GPS free and used 

paper maps all weekend.  (tip:  don’t worry, there are small directional signs posted on trees throughout the area).  

 

At the last trail junction, the climb begins. The forest composition slowly morphs from deciduous to conifer as the 

elevation increases. Our group begins to spread out, dog walker Dave with those strong legs leaves us in his dust! 



 

No doubt which way to go…Dave marks the trail with these wood arrows. During the whole six hours, we saw only 6 

other people and what a coincidence, one of them was a previous student of  Sylvia’s!  The final 900m is a slog up 

broken rubble, tree roots, loose rock and a narrow trail slick with mud. Huffing and puffing, tired legs carry us up. 

 

 Finally, the summit! A frigid blast of wind, feels like November but how glorious! Many photos of rocks, rocks  and more 

rocks are taken, the white quartzite gleaming in brilliant sky.  

  



To the north, Sudbury’s big smoke stack is visible. Looking south and west, Lake Huron glitters. The fire tower once on 

top has been long removed, only concrete foundation pads remain. Silver Peak at 539m/1768ft is the highest point in 

Killarney’s La Cloche Mountain range and part of the 7 – 8 day 80 km La Cloche hiking trail.  

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

After a late lunch, we retrace our steps down hill - various aching knees and bruised toes remind us of aging bodies. 

Reaching the canoes, a stiff headwind nags for the hour paddle back to camp. It’s been a six hour expedition, our tired 

but merry gang of happy Adventurers settles in with various ‘pain killers’ to enjoy the evening.   

 

 

Day 3: The ‘Crack’  

There’s a bit of moaning and groaning and creaking around the coffee this morning. Ralf and Claudia arrived yesterday 

and are keen to hike ‘the Crack’ named for a narrow split in the ridge which the hiking trail traverses. It’s a short but 

steep climb that offers magnificent views across the Park. Again, we paddle back to the cars, drive the 9km on Bell Lake 

access road, then further 13km west on Hwy 637 to the Crack parking lot. At 11am, 25 cars already there! As this trail 

head is road accessible, it’s popular with day trippers and accordingly busy.  

  

 



 

High water makes for tricky footing despite the bridge. Maria watches as Sylvia picks her way across. A beaver has built a 

dam under the bridge structure which has raised the upstream water.  

 

A big ‘thumbs up’ from Claudia.  Around  2km in, the trail starts to gain elevation. The forest opens up,  revealing  

Killarney’s famous white quartzite. The exciting part is just ahead… 

 



Looking up the ‘Crack’ – yes, the trail goes through here. It’s a bit of a scramble, needing hands as well as the occasional 

bum slide (on the way down).  

 

Impressively large boulders.  It’s a good thing the rocks are well imbedded and wedged in place to minimize the risk of 

rock fall given the hordes of people who clamber over them.  

 

Sylvia takes a breather.  

 

 



 

We made it! Katherine, Maria, Sylvia, Claudia and Ralf. Note the long pants, sunglasses, hiking boots  - perfect 

temperature for climbing.  The summit (338m/1109ft) is not well defined but more of a rounded hump. As well there are 

more people and large trees than at Silver Peak. Still, views are fantastic with the clear weather.  

 

Looking west:  OSA Lake in the far distance, western arm of Killarney Lake in the foreground. Blue tag on the tree 

indicates that this is part of the LA Cloche Range hiking circuit, the same loop which touches Silver Peak.  Again, we 

retrace our steps down the trail, marveling at how many people are starting the hike with no water and so late in the 

day. 



 

Back at camp, there is a rare sighting of some red tuque bush rats! Distantly related to red headed wood peckers, both 

species are found in boreal forests and other remote settings.  With their frequent chattering  (some call it ‘noise’ ), 

these friendly gregarious birds can be spotted doing the camp fire dance, the boom box bang, and the Sleeman slurp.  

For more information on red tuque bush rats, contact Parks Canada or someone on the WA Executive.  

 

Its dinner for seven hungry campers:  Claudia prepares her first WA dinner ( Ralf did help a bit), a fresh salmon feast. It’s 

a BBQ kind of evening:  the fish (not caught in Bell Lake) is grilled over hot coals, chick pea/pepper salad and saffron 

couscous fill our plates. Did I mention desert? Or the appetizers?  Claudia, you’d be welcome on any trip (and not just 



because you can cook). 

 

Night falls, quiet times around the campfire. Hiked out and paddled out, it’s a quiet group that manages to stay up until 

10:30pm – or maybe because all the wood was burnt? Hmmm.. 

Day 4: Paddle out, Stay in 

Just as predicted, weather has turned wet on Sunday. A tarp goes up, the mantis comes down. Most of us will leave 

Killarney today (Sunday) to avoid the Monday drive home. Waving Ralf and Claudia goodbye, Sylvia-Maria-Dave-

Katherine-Carol  depart. Little did we know… 

 

There’s a ring under that pink glove! Ralf and Claudia become engaged. How  Canadian, on a May 2 – 4 hike/canoe trip. 

Congrats and best wishes for dry trips in the future. 

A big thank you to Sylvia for organizing this forgetful, ageing band of miscreants. And Maria for giving me the heads up, 

and Carol for 12 hours of carpooling, and always off the wall Dave, ya red hatted hoser. Should we do it again?  Now, 

pass the Advil please… 



 

 


